
ASMSU Senate Minutes—March 6th, 2014 

SUB 235 

• Call Meeting to Order at 6:00 pm 
• Roll Call 
• Review Previous Minutes 

o February 27th, 2014 

Kirby: Move to Approve. 

Rowe: Seconded. 

Minutes Approved. 

Move into Public Comment.  

Brandon Marsh: President of rugby club, coordinator going thorough October half 
time position rec sports, meeting with president Cruzado to have it funded by her. 
Going into budgeting think of club sports give presentation. To throw funding our 
way. Appreciate what given and glad what we have done this year. 

End of Public Comment. 

Presentations. 

Tom stump: congrats to new election winners, this evening mike and I are going to 
share where we are at in miller, north hedges there is a ramp that goes from north 
hedges to miller that will be taken away. Turn it over to mike.  

Robert Plusky: police chief, interest in pay lot, student concerns, see if anyone has 
questions, glad to answer. 

Blossom: changes? 

Plusky: One or two cars left in lot after hours, over time there are more, people 
waiting in the cars to avoid paying for service, wanted to discourage that, ordered 
signs put signs up saying it closed by 8, plan to begin this week 3 week period of 
warnings to let people know about change in it, look like tickets but are warnings, 
started last night, went last night to go issue found there were over 120 people 
waiting in car to avoid, 40 left thinking they were tickets, 67 of them did not leave. 
After spring break, start addressing more. 

Kirby: has program looked into automated system with credit card? 

Plusky: Yes, the committee has been looked for automated systems for the pay lot, 
want to keep permit costs low as possible, recognize highest cost is the attendant 
there, so looked at automated systems there. End of spring have more insight on 
recommendations and changes. Long term looking at smaller pay lot enterprises 
especially if we developed automated system. 



Cristando: the sign says 8 pm but the ticket says 11 

Plusky: thank you for letting me know, we will fix that 

Mitchell: with the lot after this week, are you writing tickets? 

Plusky: we will, 25$ fine the plan is to not have to write any 

Cowles: I serve on PTAC, discussing and evaluating ways to have people paying for 
parking, trying to weigh all pros and cons, it will be diff next fall, to eliminate 
attendent. Encourage people to buy permits rather than pay lot for free parking on 
campus. Want to keep costs down for students, bring me concerns about parking. 

Plusky: thank you for your service, you always come regularly and bring concerns 

Back To Presentations. 

Tom Stump: We have been working on this for awhile, got a lot of student input and 
implemented that into the plans, turn it over to Mike. 

Mike: We have Hannon, Harrison, miller dining hall, renovating all three. This 
summer focusing on miller, by 2016 all will be done. This year they are starting, two 
new entrances, they will allow entrance specifically into dining halls due to 24 hour 
lock down in dining halls. South entrance open 24/7, to walk to Roskie. North will 
be closed when late night bites are closed. To get into miller we have a path and a 
wooden tunnel going up into glass, which is the entrance for now on throughout 
summer. In the plans, the creek that runs Roskie Creek, will be to expose the creek 
down in front of north and to build a bridge to go over to north in 2015. There will 
be glass doors for north entrance, when you go in the cashiers office will be right 
there, oyu go up half a flight of stairs and enter North, up another flight and you 
enter miller. There is a back entrance behind north if you are coming from the suites 
you can enter there. There is a new dock area, for more storage and more seating 
area. South’s entrance coming off of twelfth to enter into Roskie or new residence 
hall. Back patio area, behind south, behind the conveyer belt for dishes, for outdoor 
seating. Stairs will disappear allowing more offices. Coming in from north on the left 
is a Mongolian grill. 

Stump: New renditions, new lighting and stuff like that 

Mike: As you move there will be Asian wok station, flat-top grill and gas char boiler 
grill. We are moving everything back, so where all the thermals are we are putting 
the new concepts. We have a comfort food station, a rotisserie and smoker sections, 
along with sides, bakery and Montana made deli, subway set up and desserts, local 
bakery and Wilcoxins ice cream. Down from desert on corner is breakfast nook. 
More poplar additions are a full espresso bar. 7 am- probably all night. Largest area 
there will be a brick oven pizza, pasta, vegetarian/vegan/gluten free, soups and then 
Mexican. Dough-sheeter where they run dough through making them out in front. In 
the back are salads. Seating in the addition, near south, there will be a fireplace. 



Moving it down. There is soft seating and large TVs. Timeline, Jan/Feb plan reviews, 
we just started fencing off areas, contractor is here, may 2nd miller closes, res life 
and cashiers office will be in Johnstone, cashiers will be in lobby of north. Replace all 
windows along with two new entrances. Hannon will open during orientation to 
help with overflow. August they move in, there might be some outside work. Staging 
area, they fenced off sidewalk coming from Roskie, digging in there for the addition. 
The other staging area will be at the end where new res building will be. 

Tom Stump: Questions on staging? Reminder, all interiors wont happen until next 
summer, right now is windows and entrances and columns to seismically fit the 
building. 

Murdock: Since this is in two phases, in the second phase will it be same timeline? 

Mike: Yes May to August. 

Tom Stump: Trying not to impact students, we may be forced to do something to 
help with that. This summer we are putting in a new pizza concept down in the sub, 
taking out of Tomacedos and the Greek place. It will be a large pizza oven same as 
what it going into miller, brick fired oven. Biggest issue is it is a 3-ton equipment, 
can’t get it down there yet. Putting pasta station in where Greek place is. By this fall 
there will be a food truck, software to trace through an app, tying it into Catcard 
stuff. Put electric lighting into the tunnel going into north cause it got dark. 

Questions 

Blossom: With espresso bar, is that only coffee or is it latte too? 

Stump: Full lattes 

Cristando: Is the food truck going to drive up and down the mall. 

Stump: It will be up and down campus, not sure where we are putting it. Might be 
spots depending on time of day, president Cruzado is a fan of it. 

Mike: Shakespeare in park, football games, mobile concessions stands. 

Cristando: Club sports had game we could request it? 

Stump: Yes 

Birky: With renovations, will it be less self-served and more employees served? 

Stump: Yes, each station will have a cook out front in students 

Mike: For the Mongolian grill you go and pick all your items then give them to them 
and they cook it made to order. 

Monteith: Will this change current meal plan? 



Mike: No, it is all part of meal plan. 

Rowe: Thank you for coming, about food truck, will it sell coffee as well? Concern is 
not access to coffee in lower buildings 

Mike: The food truck will have coffee machine, not sure if it will be espresso but it 
will have it 

Stump: We have looked at but not resolved espresso 

Mitchell: The meal plan was my question, it looks really awesome. 

Cowles: When schools renovate new dining hall, everyone is there and it is through 
the roof, so is this part of refreshing all new food services? 

Stump: We did all of those in 2007 so they are pretty new to us, miller is beyond old. 

Cowles: Really exciting change to campus, help quality of life for underclassman 

End of Questions. 

Move into Unfinished Business: 

2014 

Rowe: Move to approve. 

Kirby: Seconded 

Discussion:  

Rowe: Had a chance to speak with all of you about this app, it will give incentive to 
our friends to pick up our drunk friends form bars to get home safe, partnered with 
tavern association and other bars downtown, get partnerships within the campus, 
such as bookstore or free tickets as rewards, create a responsible culture. Safe 
option to get home. 

Oak: One app founder is in public comment section 

Dale: Move to amend resolution 2014-R-05 by striking lines 4 and 5 

Birky: Seconded 

Dale: Feel that they are not applicable speaking on entire body, won’t lose anything 
by doing so. 

Cowles: I would like to change the title since it is specifically mentioning DD buddy 
and getting students on board, include DD buddy in title, support for MSU 
community integrating DD buddy app, or promoting it, it seems the title should be 
less embarrassing. 



Cowles: move to amend the amendment to say, “Support for the DD buddy mobile 
application.” 

Seconded by Rowe.  

Discussion. 

Green: It does say on line two the integration of an anti drunk driving smart phone 
application. I think there is a better name for it because DD buddy hasn’t even been 
defined. 

Dale: If you would like to change it you could get Cowles to resend motion 

Cowles: I would write this differently but I resend my motion 

Rowe: Move to amend the amendment, change title to “support for DD buddy 
driving application”. Then on line two after integration of the DD buddy application. 

Cowles: seconded 

Discussion: 

Cristando: so are we still striking line 2? 

Rowe: yes 

Vote on amendment of amendment 

13-1-0 

Discussion of amendment to strike lines 4 and 5 

Barry: how does the app work to recognize the DD credit? 

Rowe: yield to …   

???: We have partnered up with downtown businesses 

Barry: how does the process work, what is stopping people from cheating to get the 
goods?  

??: When people go out to drink they don’t know who can get them, people who 
aren’t doing anything can go on the app 

Barry: could you arbitrate it? 

??: No you have to do it to get the prize, it is a live GPS 

Vote on amendment. 

13-0-0 Monteith was gone for personal privilege 



Cowles: Yield to president Murdock 

Murdock: Is it appropriate to put our support for a profit business? 

Rowe: It is within our ability but we are supporting this and not endorsing this, 
while we support we support many other platforms do same thing, this support is 
not a monopoly that it is our only viable solution 

Cowles: since it specifically mentions them, id like to see it written diff, that there is 
a concern and why we need the university to buy in for safety of student community, 
doesn’t seem to be written in that way. 

Rowe: elaborate on why I did not put words identifying problem, when we wrote 
this, the line we struck was the political aspect, so it was taken out, however I think 
this resolution is strongly illustrates the point move to previous questions 

Kirby: seconded. 

Vote on previous question 11-2-0 

12-0-1 Cowles abstained. 

Resolution 2014-R-05 passes. 

Rowe: move to add the resolution 2014-R-09 

Blossom: seconded. 

Oak: At the arts and architecture there was a tie. In constitution this is resolved with 
a run off election. We have to give our support for this to happen. Discussion? 

Cristando: If there is a write in for another college, does that count? 

Rowe: It has to be college specific. 

Oak: Yield to office manager, colleen 

Colleen: By college 

Green: Ask members of elections committee what other options are there? 

Dale: This does not pertain to the topic of adding it to the agenda 

Move into Placard Vote to Add to New Business. 

12-0-0 Monteith is out for personal privilege. 

Move into Resolution 2014-r-06 

Green: Move to approve 

Seconded by Rowe 



Oak: There are two documents of this, one MOU original and one amended. 

Cowles: spoke with Lindsay about the borderline between student government and 
the student advisory, with this ord chart, is this set in stone? 

Green: ord chart is still a draft  

Cowles: I don’t have a specific question other than whether it is still a draft  

Green: recognize Murdock 

Murdock: this is still a draft so if you have specific input, approving or denying 
doesn’t have affect to put it into action it is a draft 

Cowles: the ASMSU supervisory authority, is that whoever is delegated by dr. Marly? 

Green: no that is who is in the ord chart is not final at all, threw it in there to clarify 
MOU and the direction we are headed to show full transparency, move to amend to 
the second document, to add numbers to it. 

Dale: could we see said amendment? 

Cristando: are you taking student directors out? What is the amendment? 

Green: apostrophe on line one, crossed out student directors because I think we 
were supposed to cross out classified as well, crossed classified out of title, It is staff 
in general. 

Cowles: like to amend amendment to change that Clayton Christian is the 
commissioner of higher education, Clayton Christian the Montana commissioner of 
higher education 

Cristando: seconded 

Vote on amendment of amendment 14-0-0 passes 

Mitchell: would it include putting numbers on it? 

Green: yes 

Dale: state amendment. 

Oak: the amendment is the secondary document in the packet, with some grammar 
fixes, parts of removing student directors from the second paragraph and classified 
staff from the title, adding numbers and with Clay Christian designated with his role. 

Blossom: on the first line should classified be in there as well, I would like to amend 
to cross out classified in the first line 

Barry: seconded 



14-0-0 

Cowles: the very last two words put an “of” in there, the con audit has offered to 
revise resolutions before they are brought into meeting. 

Move in vote to approve amendment  

14-0-0 passes 

Move into discussion of main motion 

Kirby: yield floor to classified staff 

Mary: from a classified employee point of view, I wish things were more open, with 
a classified staff being involved, I see where it is now 

Cowles: so as it stands now have you reviewed the actual text of the MOU? Have you 
read through that? There was a lot of frustration among senate, so now we have 
collaborated a doc that everyone can get on board with 

Mary: I haven’t seen anything final, so I cannot comment on it specifically. I see this 
as something out needing to be decided.  

Green: thanks for coming, as a task force, we kind of commissioned Phyllis to be 
your supervisor to get that sent out to you 

Mary: yeah I got that document, I wish that we have been involved form the start, it 
would have been an easier process 

Green: point out, does everyone have a copy of the MOU from last week, it is part of 
this, very inclusive, without passing this MOU.  

Dale: still Kirby’s floor. 

Kirby: Move to previous question. 

Monteith: Seconded 

2-12-0 Motion fails  

Rowe: move to amend after it says therefore let it be resolved the T in the needs to 
be lowercase, then after therefore let it further be resolved be sent to Julie Donogan, 
MSU Exponent,  the comma be replaced with a semicolon, then after it says Robert 
Marly from office of student success, that comma be replaced with a semi colon and 
then in between president MSU insert of. 

Blossom: seconded 

Cristando: should we strike the classified staff in second paragraph? 



Green: no because it is in conjunction with task force and representation of student 
staff and was brought forward by Smith in executive branch 

Mitchell: so do we need to add in that line of student staff in there? 

Cowles: they have it in there to clarify that the jurisdiction of the VPSS office 
pertains to the classified employees except for ethics or a major issue is at stake, to 
have jurisdiction over student staff in a case like that so it pertains to classified staff 
more so than including it is a distinction 

Dale: how many times can a main motion be amended and how many times has it 
been 

Blossom: 4 times, but I believe we can only amend it off a main motion once 

Dale: recognize Murdock 

Murdock: does not look like there is a limit to the amount of times, just said one 
amendment to amendment can be considered at one time. 

Erwin: looking at an amended amendment that is still being amended, table this till 
next meeting 

Kirby: seconded 

Vote on tabling it 12-2-0 motion is tabled till after spring break 

Move Into New Business. 

First readings of:  

2014-Ref-01: LI to become Fee Based  

2014-R-07: Fee Restructuring Resolution 

2014-R-08: Mentorship Support 

Reading that was added to new business 2014-R-09 

Rowe: suspend rules to have this be voted on today, it could get the ballet up by 
tomorrow if we passed this tonight, urgent need to settle the dispute 

Kirby: Seconded 

12-1-0 

Rowe: Move to have senate president read it and then vote on a motion to go to a 
document 

Cristando: Seconded 

12-1-0 



Dale: clarify vote 

Oak: reads resolution 2014-R-09 

Dale: move to amend 2014-r-09 capitalize C in line two, inserting semi colon in 
between office manager and Phyllis Bock 

Rowe: Seconded 

12-0-0 Erwin was out of room 

Cowles: the idea is to hold this election tomorrow? 

Oak: yes and it has been talked to and being set up concurrent to the passing 

Cowles: many students are leaving town and won’t be attentive to check emails, we 
should change it to the week after spring break for the vote 

Green: wanted to ask members of election committee, other things discussed? Open 
floor to Colleen 

Colleen: Janet did contact each one last night to let them know there was a tie, to 
back down or move forward, referred to constitution and bylaws special election, 
when committee met this afternoon, after confirming with Jason Rhodes, to go 
ahead with vote tomorrow so we could close elections before spring break. Got a 
hold of students registered with A&A, locked down to only those students, emailed 
link to the ballet, we felt it was best to take care of it now rather than later, keep in 
mind Jason spent all day creating ballet today to have it ready for tomorrow 

Green: like to move to amend on line 13 after special election on Friday march 7 

Chapman: seconded 

Cristando: should not put a date on this, echo what Cowles said to have more voters 

Green: main reason I amended this, office manger and elections commission, 
candidate think it should be tomorrow, can still do it tomorrow even without a date 

Cowles: I agree, thanks for input colleen, I think amendment is not necessary to this 
moving forward, this is a part of constitution, laying out policy, I move that john 
green resends his motion  

Rowe: seconded 

Green: I resend my motion 

Cowles: move to previous question 

Rowe: Seconded 

9-4-0 Monteith moves to no 8-5-0 motion fails 



Dale: move to amend amendment, for 2014-r-09 at the end of line 17 to add an L to 
Phyllis name and E to colleens name and a U to the word authority. 

Erwin: we moved this fast so that it didn’t have time to edit it 

Cowles: audit committee has good spellers and are happy to edit resolutions 

Move into vote on amendment 11-0-0 

Mitchell: question, what do people in the college think in the college of A&A? do they 
have idea what is going on? 

Oak: spoken to candidates, made friends aware, but A&A has lowest voter turn out, 
have not made general announcement s out side of this. Yield to Colleen 

Colleen: results have been posted all day online and at the ask us desk 

Mitchell: echoing Cowles, with it having low turnout and spring break mode, but I 
wonder if it just would be better to suspend it till after spring break 

Barry: address their concerns, you can vote once you leave 

Monteith: I think we should wait till after spring break, doesn’t allow all constituents 
to vote, some have already left and some might not have Internet access over break 

Dale: to clarify this does not put a time on it, this just said we support it can happen, 
we just have to say yes for it to happen ever 

Cristando: address Barry, I believe just because people might not have Internet 
access doesn’t mean there isn’t enough time to get out and cote and get their name 
out there 

Green: both candidates are aware it will happen tomorrow, we should just go 
through with it and let elections committee to do their job, candidates wan to get it 
over it. 

Oak: elections are conducted by Janet, who has ultimate authority 

Chapman: how long do people get to vote is it still 7-7? 

Rowe: open from 7 am till 7 pm tomorrow 

Cowles: I cannot believe in a time it took me to walk all the way there and back, its 
happening tomorrow, yield to Alexis, who is future A&A 

Alexis: friends with a candidate, they‘ve been passing word around knowing the 
election is tomorrow, spread around best as far as I have seen. 

Cowles: that addresses our concerns, move to previous question 

Dale: Seconded 



12-1-0 

13-0-0 Resolution passes 

Move into Admin Reports 

Murdock: Press conference Monday was huge, 50 million donation to build new 
innovation building, appointing three students up to the president, present her with 
as many as possible to plan this. Finance board has exec recs, if you have questions 
about budgeting process task to finance board, in middle of student regent 
interviews, three people up to governor, draft of advisory counsel bylaws that we 
have been working on, sent those out so everyone can look at them. LI ref is moving 
forward, that fee is set on current exec budget recommendations so that makes 
voting on that a little wonky, has to go through finance board then to you.  

Green: Might need to table it for a couple weeks? 

Murdock: yes, you can deal with it however you want to. MSU Friday tomorrow, 
presenting about ASMSU to new freshman, or come to see what it is like and 
answering questions. Not in our state had a call last night, moving forward about 
statewide student fee, 25 cents, 50 cents, 75 cents, per student per semester, Dillon 
has quarter system. Mini grant process, voted upon to task force. Continue 
supporting, advocacy programs, mass last night, we approved resolution similar to 
annual fee review you saw, we approved annual review of implementations of… 
board of regents would look at the entirety of the fee, the year it was approved, 
giving it a year to prove, 6 year sun set.  

Cowles: should we include that in our resolution forth coming in the next meeting? 

Murdock: yes, but all associated students met with board and it all went pretty well, 
it would be good to make that amended. Board meetings stream live online. 
University counsel was yesterday approved.. degree policy. This upcoming 
commencement, raise aware of a student we lost in college of engineering, last week 
lost a student in A&A college, … he was an avid student making a lot of video s and 
the voice center, Connor was a dedicated bobcat, very sad to lose. University counsel 
first reading of admin fee policy. Comments will be brought forward. Finally 
approved common hour exam policy. That policy will help students to not have to 
negotiate with professors about exam times, to be accommodated. Finally, sent 
some… training dates. QPR is a training open to students staff faculty, to see if 
someone may be suicidal and identify it, raise awareness about mental illness. We 
have trainings…. If any of you are interested let me know. A training that is usually 
not free. Library space meeting this week, talking about updates to the third floor, 
changes in furniture, two quiet computing spaces, expand group and tutoring space. 
Come talk to john or I.  

Rowe: do you know how many computers they are placing on third floor? 

Murdock: only like 3 or 4  



Green: haven’t set it up, wont be more than 4 or 5 

Murdock: as we continue I can let you know 

Blossom: I’m upset that I have a class tomorrow so thanks Lindsey 

Murdock: turning thanks Obama into thanks Murdock, so it’s a new hashtag. In alls 
seriousness thanks to all of you who raised awareness, continue to attend senate 
and work with new senators in your position for the transition. Have a safe and fun 
spring break. Once a representative, always a representation.  

Dunn: lets kick it into budgeting, giving presentation on Robert’s rules in budgeting 
cause they are different.  

Erwin: have Robert’s rules ever been suspended for budgeting? 

Dunn: do not encourage that, bringing in new senators you are welcome to join in if 
you are excited about budgeting. Levi has taken a hold of the seats we are trying to 
bring in, in the fall, calling them representatives, so there is a distinction.  

Cowles: Reallocation of seats, when is that coming up? 

Dunn: every two years. We have all new candidates, be welcoming in the office, I’m 
excited to those of you that showed up and encourage new senators to come to 
more meetings. You will start seeing Destini and Jordan shadowing Lindsay and 
Lukas. Poly task force did not meet this week. Meeting after spring break.  

Murdock: first student body in Montana to vote in an African American president 
into student body  

Dunn: might have third leg of government up and working by end of year. Advisory 
counsel, you have a lot on your plates these next months. The old budget has made it 
to finance board, they are having incredible conversations, and they are asking a lot 
of important questions.  

Oak: how has passage of outdoor rec fee affected budget? 

Dunn: Lindsay Lukas and I will be meeting, two budgets, one will have the fee and 
one will not.  

Green: that is because board of regents still have to pass it right? 

Dunn: right, that opens up 110,000 

Cristando: that does not mean we have to spend that money 

Dunn: will still go through finance board, before it comes to you. If you are not 
speaking to your directors I will not have it, if another one comes to me and says 
they didn’t hear about cuts in budget, lets work on redistributing the list of liaisons. 
This is the one time that we expect you to do your job. The directors get paid to 



work hard, be their representation.  Keep it up have a great spring break. Suggest 
that since we have colleen and Mary here, ask them about the MOU since we are all 
in the same room so they don’t have to come back. 

Cowles: colleen, now that we have been through the rough patch, we have the plans 
in place, they came up with new doc that reflects everyone’s desires, o you have any 
concern on new document on behalf of ASMSU and classified program staff? 

Colleen: really my deepest concern, we would have liked this to come about in 
different way so that the feelings of the classified staff would feel included, that 
would help with some anxiety, this doc does not really affect my job, concerns I have 
and some program staff is the conflict of interest, I can speak on behalf of student 
programs as well, there will be a conflict between students and staff, so my concern 
is how does that play a part, what position does that put my boss in when she is 
trying to represent us and the student programs, I have concerns about that 
scenario playing out. MSU they do her review, so which side is she supposed to 
stand 

Cowles; I think this has been a learning experience, same mistake will hopefully not 
be made in the future, maybe john green can elaborate on that scenario 

Green: if there was that conflict of interest, we ca fight the administration, doesn’t 
need Phyllis’ signature, we take their input but as long as we are not doing illegal 
things we should be fine 

Cowles: the main concern was the ASMSU advisory is caught between staff she 
works with, with her supervisor being the ultimate authority 

Murdock: this keeps coming up, I thank it is important o consider mission of our 
organization, it is the students and their voice. In all my time the staff are working in 
best interest of students, we will not be at odds with the administration, if we get 
there we can meet I the middle and decide what best serves students. We really 
should not run into those issues. 

Cowles: my understanding the way the chart stands now is we have, in between 
VPSS and student government is the advisory counsel, if something arises with 
Phyllis in the middle, the conflicts would be mitigated, in a private way. As it stands 
now, I don’t think it will be too much of an issue, everyone is cautious and open at 
this point. There wont be too many problems the way the VPSS has been integrated.  

Green: put out that, as a nurse I have to be patient oriented, what the patients want, 
I have to give them, if my boss does not want to spend money on a patient, I 
advocate for that patient, so it should be the same, HR is involved in the decisions. 
We have an advisory counsel with have someone form HR on it, if there is conflict of 
interest, it is possible, but I do not think that people won’t put the students’ interests 
first. 



Cowles: encourage us to do in the week after spring break is have conversations 
with office classified staff to have all concerns on table and move forward 
accordingly.  

Colleen: know that it is a concern and I am sure we will tackle it.  

Oak: as Erica made you aware of, working with Matt Caires, on judicial branch of 
government, we have to have one however it is in need of overhaul, powers of are 
not defined in bylaws, have to go through student government bylaws across nation 
and establish working document, and hammer out. Look forward to something you 
can approve before April 17th meeting. Card from Jim Del Dugan, man who want to 
present to us 

Rowe: I was giving presentation on elections, approached me afterward, wants to 
see changes in MSU and within the body, he wants to give a presentation so I gave 
Eric his card however he wants to talk about power of unions and transferring funds 
into large banks in credit unions, limit it to ten minutes, as reps his right to speak we 
should hear him out.  

Green: our thoughts on him, he was fairly centric, deserves to present whether you 
want to hear them.  

Cristando: its just an informational thing, we could learn things about it. He should 
come 

Oak: he will come after spring break; we will have a new opportunity to learn things. 
Also wanted to emphasize passage of run off election, ultimate authority is in Janet 
and election counsels hands. Admin we are getting ready for transition, Destini will 
be joining us. Have a safe spring break.  

Green: we met today about the architecture forms with the sob barn, transitioning 
new senator Billy Dove, going to meetings with me, my apologies for MOU earlier 
didn’t have time to proof read, … went through all funding so now we are going to go 
over match funding. Finance board moving along smoothly, turn 21 next Thursday, 
having some chocolate cake at my house, get chocolate wasted, Spanish exam 
tomorrow #lindsay. 

Senate Reports. 

Rowe: met with AIC roaming efforts for pow wow, April 10-12 very awesome, got 
tribes first presence, social media training the elders, PR still has some ice scrapers 
he wants to get rid of, please ask Andrew to hand them out. Thank you for that. 
Constituent talk to me about the increase of human trafficking with in Montana and 
the states, on the rise, don’t have any prevention on campus. 

Cowles: lecture by Diane, LI put on has been cancelled if you know of a great 
uplifting leadership oriented person to come, improve effectiveness towards 
students, college of engineering attended breakfast with alumni prior to donation 



announcement, newly formed student counsel showed up. Exciting for college of 
engineering. Talk of memorial for two students that passed away at Fieldhouse, 
great idea, if anyone knew them that would be a great thing to help out with. Club 
sports steering counsel soliciting input form all student clubs about space needs, if 
you know leader of a club have them fill out survey, to get new event and rec space 
on campus. Constituent about not in out house task force inside clubs, campus 
entertainment has a show at 9pm, encourage other senators to attend meetings, its 
pathetic when we are missing around 6 each meeting.  

Mitchell: March 23-april 4 is KGLT fund drive, help out with it, hectic for them. If you 
have time to go help, they would appreciate it. Outdoor rec fee is passed, haven’t 
talked to Ryan yet. 

Monteith: club sports coordinator position, meeting with president Cruzado about it 
if anybody wants to see proposal, let me know, that’s on the 24th 

Cristando: Steve Ericson? 

Monteith: yes. Meeting with Carmen to go over LI budget after break, so let me know 
concerns. Sat in on… committee selected five candidates, they have been sent to 
president. Sitting on rec sports fitness director hiring committee, apps closed at end 
of Feb, reading those tomorrow, position filled by end of March 

Birky: classroom committee, if you see things you want let me know 

Erwin: C FAC, some of us will be distributing 47000, if you have nothing to do come 
help me, starts at noon 

Green: recognize Murdock 

Murdock: we don’t need a second person to take Mitchell’s seat on that, they like to 
see two I highly recommend someone to take her spot. Are we keeping track of 
absences? Because three unexcused means being removed.  Holding them 
accountable. 

Green: recognize Mitchell 

Mitchell: lacey is going in my place 

Dale: tomorrow is MSU Friday, it only takes 20 minutes to help out, represent 
ASMSU tomorrow, if we can give them good image, all the better.  

Cristando: state that ever since leadership, look into their budget what we allocate 
to them is what they will be. With our proposed surplus of $110,000.  

Cowles: maybe the job description could be included in a meeting 

Green: we have one more meeting then we will have a finalized document 



Cristando: next voice to the CFAC members we allocate to computers to, advocate 
for money in the office 

Rowe: talked to Ryan about outdoor rec, send a big thank you for making it possible, 
encourages people to check out ice skates and to share about what is next. 

Green: referendum on LI talk to Lindsay, C.J or I, we need feedback 

Senate Announcements:  

Dale: thank all of you that will wear nametag tomorrow, meat at the finish line, April 
15th, entrance fee, free lunch if you participate. Apologize for this bark that I have, 
my winter bark.  

Monteith: shout out to dale, some constituents about how well she is doing 

Rowe: we are going to have 5 house candidates for debate in ball room A, politics, 
good debate 

Cristando: spring break starts Saturday. Move to adjourn 

Seconded by Cowles. 

Meting adjourns 8:34. 

 

  

 

 


